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ABSTRACT
Stack Overflow (SO) is the largest Q&A website for software developers, providing a huge amount of copyable code snippets. Recent
studies have shown that developers regularly copy those snippets
into their software projects, often without the required attribution.
Beside possible licensing issues, maintenance issues may arise, because the snippets evolve on SO, but the developers who copied the
code are not aware of these changes. To help researchers investigate
the evolution of code snippets on SO and their relation to other
platforms like GitHub, we build SOTorrent, an open data set based
on data from the official SO data dump and the Google BigQuery
GitHub data set. SOTorrent provides access to the version history
of SO content on the level of whole posts and individual text or
code blocks. Moreover, it links SO content to external resources
in two ways: (1) by extracting linked URLs from text blocks of SO
posts and (2) by providing a table with links to SO posts found in
the source code of the projects in the BigQuery GitHub data set.
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INTRODUCTION

Stack Overflow (SO) is the largest Question and Answer (Q&A)
website for software developers. As of July 2017, its public data
dump [18] lists 12.4 million answered questions and 7.5 million registered users. Many answers contain code snippets together with
explanations [21]. The availability of this huge amount of code snippets lead to changes in software developers’ behavior: Nowadays,
they regularly face the “build or borrow” question [5]: Should they
try to understand and solve an issue on their own or just copy and
adapt a solution from SO? Assuming that developers also copy and
paste snippets from SO without trying to thoroughly understand
them, maintenance issues may arise. It will later be more difficult for
developers to refactor or debug code that they did not write themselves. Moreover, if no link to the SO question or answer is added
to the copied code, it is not possible to check the SO thread for a
corrected or improved solution in case problems occur. Beside possible maintainability implications, copying and pasting code from
SO may also lead to licensing issues: All content on SO is currently
licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
license (CC BY-SA 3.0) [7], which allows to share and adapt the published content, but requires attribution and demands contributions
based on the content to be published under a compatible license.
Software evolution has been researched since the 1970s [6, 10,
13, 14]. Later, in particular the evolution of code clones has been
investigated [12, 15]. However, the evolution of code snippets on
SO differs in many aspects from the evolution of whole software
projects: First of all, most snippets are relatively short and many of
them cannot to compiled without modifications [21]. Nevertheless,
recent studies have shown that developers use SO snippets in their
software projects, regardless of the maintainability and licensing

implications [1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 20, 22]. Opposed to many software projects,
SO does not have a bug tracking system for code snippets. Still, users
regularly report issues using the comment function and authors
update their code snippets and document changes in their post.
Moreover, authors can submit a short description of the change
when updating their post, similar to a commit message (column
PostHistory.Comment in the SO data dump). Another difference
to regular software projects is the fact that there is usually only
one author posting and updating a code snippet. We consider the
evolution of SO code snippets to be an important area that needs
more attention by the research community. Questions that are, to
the best of our knowledge, not sufficiently answered yet include:
(1) How are code snippets on SO maintained?
(2) How frequently are code snippets copied from other sources
into SO and then further evolve there?
(3) How do snippets copied from SO into GH projects co-evolve?
(4) Does the evolution of SO code snippets follow patterns?
(5) Do these patterns differ between programming languages?
(6) How could the evolution of a SO code snippet be visualized?
(7) Are the licenses of external sources compatible with SO’s
license?
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THE SOTORRENT DATA SET

To support researchers in answering such questions, we build SOTorrent, an open data set based on data from the official SO data
dump [17] and the Google BigQuery GitHub data set [11]. SOTorrent
provides access to the version history of SO content on the level of
whole posts and individual text or code blocks. Moreover, it links
SO content to external resources in two ways: (1) by extracting
linked URLs from text blocks of SO posts and (2) by providing a
table with links to SO posts found in the source code of the projects
in the BigQuery GitHub data set. This table can be used to connect SOTorrent and GHTorrent (using the repo name of the match).
The data set is available on Zenodo as a CSV database dump [3],
which contains instructions on how to import the data set (tested
on MySQL Server 5.7). We also published the source code of the
software that we used to build SOTorrent [3]. We plan to publish
the final SOTorrent data as a public BigQuery data set. Analyses
can be based on SOTorrent alone or expanded to include data from
linked resources (see Figure 1). The current version of the data set
contains only the version history for questions tagged with <java>
and the corresponding answers (3,448,797 posts in total). However,
our approach uses general string similarity metrics and can be applied to all languages. The version history extraction takes several
days on our hardware and was not finished until the submission
deadline, but the next release will contain the data for all posts on
SO. The appendix contains further information about the database
schema, how we extracted the version history, and a data sample.

APPENDIX
The current SOTorrent database dump contains 5,541,295 post versions and 17,240,710 post block versions. Moreover, it contains
2,640,148 extracted links and 4,428,497 references from GitHub
projects. In this appendix, we provide information about SOTorrent’s database schema, our data collection process, and a data
sample.

A

DATABASE SCHEMA
Figure 1: Connection of SOTorrent data to other resources.

First of all, SOTorrent contains all tables from the offical SO data
dump [16]. Table 1 lists the additional tables with the data we
extracted. Figure 1 shows how the SOTorrent tables are connected
to the SO dump, external resources on the web, and projects on
GitHub. The connection to the SO dump can be used, for instance,
to retrieve the author of changes to a certain code block or the
change comments from table PostHistory. Examples that leverage
the connection to GitHub or the URLs can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 2 shows an exemplary SO post and highlights the text and
code blocks in that post.

B

DATA COLLECTION

All tables except for PostReferenceGH are based on data from the
SO data dump released June 12, 2017 [17]. First, we imported the
XML files into a MySQL database (script available on GitHub1 ).
The table PostHistory contains the version history of all posts,
but it does not differentiate between text and code blocks. Further,
this table does not only contain changes to the content, but also
changes to metadata and other operations (see description of column PostHistoryTypeId in the schema documentation [16]). This
history can be visualized on the SO website2 . The PostHistoryTypeIds that are relevant for the evolution of the content of a post
are 2 (Initial Body), 5 (Edit Body), and 8 (Rollback Body). We filtered
the table accordingly and linked the remaining post versions (→
table PostVersion). The actual content of the versions is stored as
Markdown-formatted text in column Text. We split the content of
each version into text and code blocks (which are indented by four
spaces or a tab) and extracted the URLs from all text blocks using
a regular expression (→ table PostVersionUrl). To reconstruct
the version history of individual blocks, we established a linear
predecessor relationship using three criteria:
(1) If a post block with the same type (text or code) and the same
content exists in the previous version, match this block.
(2) If no post block is equal, use a string similarity metric to
compare the current block to all possible predecessors.
(3) If multiple matches are found, take the first one (minimal
LocalId).
We evaluated different string similarity metrics for matching text
and code blocks regarding their performance and correctness3 (compared to a manually validated sample). In the end, we selected 4Grams with overlap coefficient for text blocks and 2-Grams with
Dice coefficient for code blocks. For both metrics, we used a similarity threshold of 0.6. The third criterion is based on our observation
that the order of post blocks rarely changes. A direction for future

Figure 2: Exemplary Stack Overflow post (accepted answer
to question How to convert byte size into human readable format in java? [19]).
work is the detection of code blocks that are not used for code, but
for markup (see, e.g., second code block in Figure 2). We developed
a heuristic which works for Java, but did not apply it to the data
set, because we wanted our approach to be independent of a particular programming language. We also compute the line-based diff
between the matched post blocks (→ table PostBlockDiff).
To extract references to SO posts from files hosted on GitHub,
we employed Google BigQuery. BigQuery provides a web-based
console that allows to execute SQL queries on various public data
sets, including a data set with all files in the default branch of
GitHub projects [11]. We employed a regular expression to find all
references to SO from the content of all files in the data set. Because
there are different ways of referring to questions and answers on
SO, i.e., using full URLs or short URLs, we mapped all extracted
URLs to their corresponding sharing link (ending with /q/<id> for
questions and /a/<id> for answers) (→ table PostReferenceGH).
We did not include other links referring to, e.g., users or tags.

C

DATA SAMPLE

As a data sample, we provide different queries that show how the
version history of the post depicted in Figure 2 is reproduced in
SOTorrent. In Figure 3, the result of the following query is shown:

1 https://github.com/sotorrent/so-posthistory-extractor/
2 https://stackoverflow.com/posts/3758880/revisions
3 https://github.com/sotorrent/string-similarity/
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Table 1: Database schema of SOTorrent: The schema includes all tables from the offical SO dump [16] and in addition the
following tables:
Table

Columns

Description

PostBlockType
PostType
PostBlockDiffOperation

Id, Type
Id, Type
Id, Name

PostBlockDiff

Id, PostId, PostHistoryId,
PredPostBlockVersionId,
PostBlockVersionId,
PostBlockDiffOperationId, Text
PostId, PostHistoryId,
PostTypeId, PredPostHistoryId,
SuccPostHistoryId
Id, PostId, PostHistoryId,
PostBlockTypeId, LocalId,
Content, Length, LineCount,
PredPostBlockId, PredEqual,
PredSimilarity, PredCount,
SuccCount
Id, PostHistoryId, Url
FileId, RepoName, Branch,
Path, FileExt, Size, PostId,
PostTypeId, Url

Text blocks have Id 1, code blocks Id 2.
Questions have Id 1, answers Id 2.
There are three different operations for the line-based difference between
post blocks: Delete (-1), Equal (0), and Insert (1).
This table stores one operation of the line-based difference between two
post blocks (PostBlockVersionId and PredPostBlockVersionId). PostId and
PostHistoryId link the entry to the tables from the SO dump, the actual
content is stored in column Text.
One version of a post, corresponds to one row in the table PostHistory of
the SO dump. However, we directly link predecessor and successor and only
consider content changes as new versions (and not, e.g., metadata edits).
The central table of SOTorrent. It represents one version of a post block with
the similarity of the matched predecessor and information if the content
actually changed (similarity can be 1.0 despite a small change). PredCount
and SuccCount can be > 1 in case multiple matches had the same similarity.
In that case, the first match (match with minimal LocalId) is linked. In our
experience, this almost always represents the actual predecessor.
This table contains the links we extracted from each version of a text block.
One row of the table represents one link from a file in a GitHub project to a
post on SO. The table can be filtered, e.g., by the file extension of the file on
GitHub or by the size of the file.

PostVersion

PostBlockVersion

PostVersionUrl
PostReferenceGH
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